
TORNADO IN A JAR 

HI! Welcome to WACKY WEDNESDAY with
Team STEAM! Today's WACKY activity is a super
cool tornado in a jar! 

Wacky Fun Fact: Tornadoes
Have Hit Every Continent
Except Antarctica!

W A C K Y  W E D N E S D A Y
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Tornadoes are TALL funnels of
air that extend down from
cumulonimbus clouds.

What Are Tornadoes?

Cumulonimbus
clouds: these are dark
STORM CLOUDS!



Most tornadoes only last for a few minutes but
some last for an hour!
Tornadoes usually only travel 6 miles!
Tornadoes usually only move at speeds of 30
miles per hour but some go 70 mph! That's how
fast you'd drive on a highway!

some Cool Facts About Tornadoes:

If You're Older, Check Out How Tornadoes Form!

Now, Let's Build A Tornado Of Your Own!

1) Warm, humid air from the Earth’s surface rises and
meets cold air from the atmosphere.

2) The collision of warm air and cold air creates storm
clouds, which lead to thunderstorms. 

3) The direction and speed of the wind blowing at
this time changes and causes the air to swirl around
horizontally, or side-to-side. 

4) The horizontal air meets with the still-rising
warm air from the surface and now swirls vertically,
or up-to-down.

5) The air swirling around vertically becomes a
column of air that moves at speeds of up to 300 miles
per hour, and becomes a tornado!



TORNADO IN A JAR 
 Now that you know some
wacky things about
tornadoes and how they
form, let's use that
knowledge in our activity.
For today's activity, you get
to make your very own
mini TORNADO IN A JAR!
Don't worry, it's completely
safe!

▢ A jar (mason jars, jam
jars, even clear/plastic
water bottles- anything
in your house will work!)
▢ Water
▢ 1 teaspoon of dish
soap

MATERIALS
▢ 1 teaspoon of
vinegar
▢ Glitter (optional)
▢ Food coloring
(optional)
▢ Stirrer/straw
(optional)

Video link: https://youtu.be/oSXDleSINAk

https://youtu.be/oSXDleSINAk


PROCEDURE

Fill your jar about ¾ full
with water.

Add your 1 teaspoon of
dish soap and 1
teaspoon of vinegar
into the jar.
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3 If you choose to, add glitter
and food coloring into the
jar. Other small objects such
as sequins can also be
added! This isn’t required
but it does make the
tornado a bit more fun! :)
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Close the jar and
make sure the cap is
sealed on TIGHTLY. 

Now comes the fun part!
Shake the jar around! At
this point, you should
see the tornado start to
form!

If you want, you can open the jar up and
swirl it quickly with a straw/other object
and see if you get a tornado that way! Do
it as many times as you want!
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When you shake the jar, it
creates a vortex in the center.
This vortex pulls the water
out, creating the tornado!

The Science
Behind This: 

Send pictures of your mini tornadoes in a jar to Team STEAM via
email at teamsteamnc@gmail.com, for a chance to be featured on
our website or social media! If you need help with your email, ask a
parent! We look forward to seeing your wacky mini tornadoes!
#WackyWednesdayTornadoes

Wacky Joke: What Is A Tornado's
Favorite Game To Play?
Answer...TWISTER!


